FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WEDNESDAY LIVE BAND SESSIONS
AT CHAOS NIGHT CLUB, CITY OF DREAMS MANILA
IN DECEMBER
December 16, 2016 – Stellar local bands of the 90s perform every Wednesday, 9pm at Chaos Night
Club at City of Dreams Manila this December. Upcoming performances at the trendsetting nightclub
include Freestyle and M.Y.M.P. on December 21, and Side A band together with Kudos Loves 80s
on December 28.
Chaos nightclub has hosted a number of world-class performers including prominent international
DJs from a wide spectrum of electronic dance music sub-genres, as well as popular hip-hop and
R&B artists on weekends. Wednesday nights are currently dedicated to locally-renowned
homegrown talents who continue to elevate music to a whole new level.
Freestyle
Freestyle fans will be treated to a live performance of the band’s memorable hits such as “So Slow”,
“This Time” and “Bakit Ngayon Kalang?”

Ushering a new era for Freestyle is the fresh voice of Ava

Santos, who's behind a series of popular Ivory Records' acoustic albums: Love Songs Unplugged
6,7,8; Praise & Worship Unplugged, Chill Out Sessions and Whitney Houston Acoustic. With
continuing members, Gerald Banzon (drums), Rommel dela Cruz (bass), Tat Suzara (guitar), Mike
Luis (vocals and keyboards), and Joshua Desiderio (vocals and keyboards) the collaboration with
the new vocalist resulted into a powerhouse of rich harmonies, and robust music, flavoring their cool
mix of old and new school R&B, Hip Hop, funk, neo soul and ballads.
Freestyle is currently promoting their latest independent album: Mga Kwentong Kinanta. The album
showcases original compositions including "True Love", "Kahapon", and “Kulang Ang Mga Sandali".
M.Y.M.P.
On the same night of Freestyle’s show, M.Y.M.P. will also perform some of their most popular
acoustic rendition of pop songs. M.Y.M.P. (Make Your Momma Proud) acoustic band is comprised of
Chin Alcantara (guitar/vocals), Jana Laraza (vocals), Ibey Haber (bass), Hannche Bobis (keyboards)

and Joel Tolentino (drums). The band has released 7 studio albums namely Soulful Acoustic,
Versions, Beyond Acoustic, New Horizon, Now, The Unreleased Acoustic Collection and Electrified.
During the last Wednesday of December, Side A band and Kudos Loves 80s will perform alternately
on stage for a last hurrah to 2016.
Side A
Music lovers will swoon over the classic OPM tunes as Side A performs their 90’s greatest hits such
as “Forevermore”, “So Many Questions” and “Before I Let You Go.”
Side A band composed of Naldy Gonzalez (keyboard/vocals), Ernie Severino (drums/vocals),
Leevon Cailao (lead guitar/vocals), Ned Esguerra (bass/vocals) and Yubs Esperat (vocals/guitar)
will captivate Chaos nightclub patrons with their original songs that bring back a lot of memories.
Known for their romantic ballads and up-beat live performances, the group never stops reinventing
themselves and have worked hard to give their very best in both recordings and live concerts. As
multi-awarded and certified platinum recording artists, Side A is considered as the most durable
band in the country today and continues to be an ever-innovative musical force in the industry.
Kudos Loves 80s
Guests can go back further in time and relive the heydays of their lives with Kudos Loves 80s band,
the ultimate 80s tribute band in Manila. Partygoers will be amazed with the band’s faithful renditions
of the most beloved 80s songs from pop, love songs, dance hits, synth-pop to new wave.
Kudos Loves 80s band members are Richard Soto (Vocals/Guitar/Percussion), Yohan
(Guitar/Synth/ Vocals), Marc (Drums/Percussion), Ralph (Bass/Vocals), Jomar (Keyboards/Vocals),
and Melai Katsumi (Vocals). The band will perform the music of The Police, Tears for Fears, Mike
Francis, New Order, Big Country and other 80s popular bands.
Tickets to see the live band performances every Wednesday at Chaos are at P400 each with one (1)
drink.
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About Chaos
Raw energy and refined beauty collide at Chaos Nightclub at City of Dreams Manila in the
Philippines.

The beautiful and bizarre interactions between unexpected design elements inspire

audiences to indulge their five senses and have an unforgettable revelry.
Hammered gold walls lead to grand doors with mysterious cast hands reaching out to pull guests in.
Upon entry, undulating golden rain of light is seen flowing from the ceiling above, presenting a
fantasy-like atmosphere. Gnarled branches and candlelight welcome guests at the hostess stand,
combining the elements of earth and fire. This unexpected interaction encourages imagination
and sets the tone for the space.
Guests experience a euphoric release as they enter the main room with an egg-shaped ceiling
dome nearly 30 meters high.

A unique jewel cage and glittering golden drapes of light enhance the

music experience. The banquettes nestled around the dance floor unify the space, encouraging
guest interaction and revelry.

The layout allows uninhibited energy to flow seamlessly as

performers play the popular hits on stage.

Marble walls layered with classical paintings and lush

drapery provides an elegant backdrop to the dynamic atmosphere.
Guests journey up the club’s spiraling staircase wrapping an intricate clustered chandelier to the
mezzanine level, should they prefer for a sing-along party in any of the 10 KTV suites each
equipped with state of the art karaoke facilities for ultimate entertainment. Some of the KTV rooms
have the Tarot card-inspired designs for a unique experience: the Sun and Moon, Lovers, Emperor,
Empress, and Fortune.

About City of Dreams Manila
City of Dreams Manila marks the formal entry of Melco Crown Entertainment into the fast-growing
and dynamic tourism industry in the Philippines. The integrated casino resort at Entertainment City,
Manila Bay, Manila, officially opened its doors to the public in February 2015 and is operated by
Melco Crown Philippines.

The dynamic and innovative resort complex, located on an approximately 6.2-hectare site at the
gateway to Entertainment City, includes the ultimate in entertainment, hotel, retail and dining and
lifestyle experiences with aggregated gaming space, including VIP and mass-market gaming
facilities with up to approximately 264 gaming tables, 1,535 slot machines and 114 electronic table
games.
The integrated resort features three luxury hotel brands: Crown, Nobu and Hyatt, and distinctive
entertainment venues, including the family entertainment center DreamPlay, the world’s first
DreamWorks-themed interactive play space; CenterPlay, a live performance central lounge inside
the casino; and Chaos & Pangaea nightclubs situated at the Fortune Egg, an architecturally-unique
structure, with creative exterior lighting design and an iconic landmark of the Manila Bay area.
City of Dreams Manila delivers an unparalleled entertainment and hospitality experience to the
Philippines and is playing a key role in strengthening the depth and diversity of Manila’s leisure,
business and tourism offering, enhancing its growing position as one of Asia’s premier leisure
destinations. It has been developed to specifically meet the needs of the large, rapidly growing and
increasingly diverse audience of leisure and entertainment seekers both in the Philippines and
those visiting Manila from across the Asia region and around the world.

About Melco Crown (Philippines) Resorts Corporation
Melco Crown (Philippines) Resorts Corporation, with its shares listed on the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE: MCP), is a subsidiary of Melco Crown Entertainment (SEHK: 6883; NASDAQ:
MPEL). It has developed City of Dreams Manila, a casino, hotel, retail and entertainment integrated
resort, which has three luxury hotels each with two towers, numerous specialty restaurants and bars,
gaming and retail facilities, exciting entertainment venues including a family entertainment center,
and a multi-level car park. For more information about Melco Crown Philippines, please visit:
www.melco-crown-philippines.com.
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